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ABSTRACT
Modern large scale datasets are often plagued with missing entries; indeed, in the context of rec-
ommender system, most entries are missing. While a flurry of imputation algorithms are proposed,
almost none can estimate the uncertainty of its imputations. This paper proposes a probabilistic and
scalable framework for missing value imputation with quantified uncertainty. Our model, the Low
Rank Gaussian Copula, augments a standard probabilistic model, Probabilistic Principal Component
Analysis, with marginal transformations for each column that allow the model to better match the
distribution of the data. It naturally handles Boolean, ordinal, and real-valued observations and quan-
tifies the uncertainty in each imputation. The time required to fit the model scales linearly with the
number of rows and the number of columns in the dataset. Empirical results show the method yields
state-of-the-art imputation accuracy across a wide range of datasets, including those with high rank.
Our uncertainty measure predicts imputation error well: entries with lower uncertainty do have lower
imputation error (on average). Boolean and ordinal entries with the lowest uncertainty have almost
zero error. Moreover, for real-valued data, the resulting confidence intervals are well-calibrated.
1 Introduction
Missing value imputation forms the first critical step of many data analysis pipelines; indeed, in the context of
recommender systems, imputation itself is the task. The remarkable progress in low rank matrix completion (LRMC)
[6, 28, 38] has led to wide use in collaborative filtering [39], transductive learning [18], automated machine learning
[48], and beyond. Nevertheless, reliable decision making requires one more step: assessing the uncertainty of the
imputed entries.
Very little work has sought to quantify imputation uncertainty. This deficit is particularly acute among imputation
methods for large scale datasets. The primary difficulty in quantifying uncertainty for LRMC lies in characterizing how
the imputations depend on the observations through the solution to a nonsmooth optimization problem. Chen et al. [9]
avoids this difficulty, providing confidence intervals for imputed real valued matrices, by assuming isotropic Gaussian
noise and a large signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However, these assumptions are hardly satisfied for most noisy real data.
The probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) model [44] provides a different approach to quantify uncertainty.
The PPCA model posits that the data in each row is sampled iid from a Gaussian factor model. In this framework,
each missing entry has a deterministic distribution conditional on the observations. The conditional mean, which is
simply a linear transformation of the observations, is used for imputation [49, 25]. However, the model uses a Gaussian
assumption that is unrealistic for most real datasets.
The Gaussian copula model presents a compelling alternative that enjoys the analytical benefits of Gaussians and yet
fits real datasets well. The Gaussian copula (or equivalently nonparanormal distribution) [31, 12, 16, 23] can model
real-valued, ordinal and Boolean data by transforming a latent Gaussian vector to match given marginal distributions.
Recently, Zhao and Udell [50] proposed an imputation framework based on the Gaussian copula model and empirically
demonstrated state-of-the-art performance of Gaussian copula imputations on long, skinny datasets. However, the
complexity of their algorithm scales cubically in the number of columns, which is too expensive for applications to
large-scale datasets such as collaborative filtering and medical informatics.
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Our contribution We propose a low rank Gaussian copula (LRGC) model for imputation with quantified uncertainty.
The proposed model combines the advantages of PPCA and the Gaussian copula model: the probabilistic description
of missing entries allows for uncertainty quantification; the low rank structure allows for efficient estimation from
large-scale data; and the copula framework provides the generality to accurately fit real-world data. The imputation
proceeds in two steps: first we fit the LRGC model, and then we compute the distribution of the missing values separately
for each row, conditional on the observed values in that row. We impute the missing values with the conditional mean
and quantify their uncertainty with the conditional variance. Our contributions are as follows.
1. We propose a probabilistic imputation method based on the low rank Gaussian copula model to impute real-valued,
ordinal and Boolean data. The rank of the model is the only tuning parameter.
2. We propose an algorithm to fit the proposed model that scales linearly in the number of rows and the number of
columns. Empirical results show our imputations provide state-of-the-art accuracy across a wide range of datasets,
including those with high rank. Moreover, imputed values do not overfit even when the specified rank is high.
3. We characterize how the mean squared error (MSE) of our imputations depends on the SNR. In particular, we show
the MSE converges exponentially to the noise level in the limit of high SNR.
4. We quantify the uncertainty of our estimates. Concretely, we construct confidence intervals for imputed real values
and provide lower bounds on the probability of correct prediction for imputed ordinal values. Empirical results
show our uncertainty measure predicts imputation error well: entries with lower estimated uncertainty do have lower
imputation error (on average). Boolean and ordinal entries with the lowest estimated uncertainty have almost zero
error.
Related work Although our proposed model has a low rank structure, one major difference compared to LRMC is
that the observations are assumed to be generated from, but not equal to, a real-valued low rank matrix. Many authors
have considered generalizations of LRMC beyond real-valued low rank observations: to Boolean data [11], ordinal data
[29, 4, 1], mixed data [46, 40], data from an exponential family distribution [19], and high rank matrices [17, 36, 13, 14].
However, none of these methods can quantify the uncertainty of the resulting imputations.
Multiple imputation (MI) [41, 30] is a classical tool to quantify imputation uncertainty and construct confidence interval
for imputed values. However, MI requires repeating an imputation procedure many times (often on bootstrap samples
from the original dataset) to assess empirical uncertainty, which leads to very expensive computation, especially for
modern large scale datasets [26, 2]. Moreover, proper multiple imputation [30], which is required to produce reliable
confidence intervals, generally relies on strong distributional assumptions. In contrast, our quantified uncertainty
estimates are useful for a much broader family of distributions and can be computed as fast as a single imputation.
Some interesting new approaches [7, 8] discuss constructing honest confidence regions, which depends on some
(possibly huge) hidden constants. However, these unknown hidden constants prevent its use in practice. In contrast, our
constructed confidence intervals are explicit.
Researchers from a Bayesian tradition have also studied the LRGC model with missing data [35, 10] and imputation
uncertainty quantification [32, 15]. However, the MCMC algorithms used to estimate these models are expensive and
do not scale to large-scale data such as collaborative filtering datasets.
2 Notation and background
Notation Let [p] = {1, . . . , p} for p ∈ Z. For a vector x ∈ Rp and a matrix W ∈ Rp×k(p > k), with a set I ⊂ [p],
we denote the subvector of x with entries in I as xI , and the submatrix of W with rows in I as WI . Let X ∈ Rn×p be
a matrix whose rows correspond to observations and columns to variables. We refer to the i-th row, j-th column, and
(i, j)-th entry as xi,Xj and xij , respectively. Denote the vector `2 norm as || · ||2 and the matrix Frobenius norm as
|| · ||F .
Gaussian copula The Gaussian copula models any random vector supported on an (entrywise) ordered set [31, 23,
12, 16, 50] including continuous (real-valued), ordinal, and binary observations, by transforming a latent Gaussian
vector. We follow the definition introduced in [50].
Definition 1. We say a random vector x = (x1, . . . , xp) ∈ Rp follows the Gaussian copula x ∼ GC(Σ,g) with
parameters Σ and g if there exists a correlation matrix Σ and elementwise monotone function g : Rp → Rp such that
g(z) := (g1(z1), . . . , gp(zp)) = x for z ∼ Np(0,Σ).
By matching the marginals of xj and gj(zj), one can show gj(z) = Fj(Φ−1(z)) for increasing gj and gj(z) =
Fj(Φ
−1(−z)) for decreasing gj , where Fj is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of xj , for j ∈ [p], and Φ is
the standard Gaussian CDF. Thus xj has continuous distribution if and only if gj is strictly monotone. If xj is ordinal
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with m levels, then gj is a step function with cut point set S : 1 +
∑
s∈S 1(z > s). [50]. Without loss of generality, we
only consider increasing gj in this paper. We focus on the case when xj for j ∈ [p] are all continuous or are all ordinal
in this paper.
The Gaussian copula model balances structure and flexibility by separately modeling the marginals g and the correlations
Σ in the data: assuming normality of the latent z allows for constructing confidence intervals, while the flexibility of
nonparametric g enables highly accurate fit to the data.
Define a set-valued inverse g−1j (xj) := {zj : gj(zj) = xj} and g−1O (xO) :=
∏
j∈O g
−1
j (xj). The inverse set g
−1
j (xj)
is a point, an interval and R for continuous, ordinal and missing xj , respectively. The correlation matrix Σ is estimated
based on the observed information zO ∈ g−1O (xO) [50].
Interestingly, the Gaussian copula imputations do not significantly overfit even with O(p2) parameters in Σ [50],
however, the fitting algorithm scales cubically in p . Without introducing low rank structures to Σ, the Gaussian copula
model is limited to skinny datasets with p up to a couple of hundreds.
3 Low rank Gaussian copula model
We introduce our proposed model in Section 3.1 and our imputation together with its quantified uncertainty in Section
3.2. The model fitting algorithm appears in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we analyze the MSE of our imputation estimator.
3.1 Model
We propose a low rank Gaussian copula model that integrates the flexible marginals of the Gaussian copula model with
the low rank structure of the PPCA model [44]. To define the model, first consider a p-dimensional Gaussian vector
z ∼ PPCA(W, σ2) generated from the PPCA model:
z = Wt + , where t ∼ Nk(0, Ik),  ∼ Np(0, σ2Ip), t and  are independent, (1)
where W = [w1, . . . ,wp]ᵀ ∈ Rp×k with p > k. We say x follows the low rank Gaussian copula (LRGC) model if
x ∼ GC(WWᵀ + σ2Ip,g) and g(z) = x for z ∼ PPCA(W, σ2).
To ensure that x follows the Gaussian copula, z must have zero mean and unit variance in all dimensions. Hence we
require the covariance WWᵀ + σ2Ip to have unit diagonal: ||wj ||22 + σ2 = 1 for j ∈ [p]. We summarize the LRGC
model in the following definition.
Definition 2. We say a random vector x ∈ Rp follows the low rank Gaussian copula x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with
parameters W ∈ Rp×k(p > k), σ2 and g if (1) g is an elementwise monotonic function; (2) WWᵀ + σ2Ip has unit
diagonal; (3) g(z) = x for z ∼ PPCA(W, σ2).
To see the generality of the LRGC model, suppose X has iid rows xi ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g). Then
X = g(Z) = g(TWᵀ + E) := [g1(Z1), . . . , gp(Zp)] = [g1(Tw1 + E1), . . . , gp(Twp + Ep)] (2)
where Z,T,E have rows zi, ti, i, respectively, satisfying zi = Wti + i and g(zi) = xi for i ∈ [n]. While the latent
normal matrix Z has low rank plus noise structure, the observation matrix X can have high rank or ordinal entries with
an appropriate choice of the marginals g. When all marginals of g are linear functions in R, the LRGC model reduces
to the PPCA model.
3.2 Imputation with uncertainty quantification
In this section, suppose we have observed a few entries xO of a vector x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with known W, σ and
g. We impute the missing entries xM and quantify the imputation uncertainty. We do not need to know the missing
mechanism for imputation, so we defer a discussion to Section 3.3.
To impute xM, we need its conditional distribution given observation xO. Since xM = gM(zM), we analyze the
conditional distribution of zM, the latent Gaussian vector atM. From xO, we can be sure that the latent Gaussian
vector zO ∈ g−1O (xO) lies in a known set based on the observed entries. When all observed entries are continuous
(i.e., gO is strictly monotone), the set g−1O (xO) is a singleton, so zO is uniquely identifiable and the conditional
distribution zM|zO is Gaussian. However, for ordinal observations, g−1O (xO) is a Cartesian product of intervals. The
density of zM|xO involves integrating zM|zO over zO ∈ g−1O (xO). This Gaussian integral is intractable for |O|  1.
Fortunately, we can still estimate the mean and covariance of zM|xO, as stated in Lemma 1, upon which we construct
imputation and quantify uncertainty. All proofs appear in the supplement.
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Lemma 1. Suppose x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with observations xO and missing entries xM. Then for the latent normal
vector z satisfying g(z) = x, with corresponding latent subvectors zO and zM,
E[zM|xO] = WMM−1O WᵀOE[zO|xO], where MO = σ2Ik + WᵀOWO (3)
Cov[zM|xO] = σ2I|M| + σ2WMM−1O WᵀM + WMM−1O WᵀOCov[zO|xO]WOM−1O WᵀM (4)
For continuous xO, the latent zO is identifiable: E[zO|xO] = g−1O (xO) and Cov[zO|xO] = 0. For ordinal xO,
E[zO|xO] and Cov[zO|xO] are the mean and covariance of a truncated normal vector, determined by WO, σ2 and
g−1O (xO). We discuss the computation strategies in Section 3.3.
It is natural to impute xM by mapping the conditional mean of zM through the marginals gM.
Definition 3 (Imputation). Suppose x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with observations xO and missing entries xM. We impute
the missing entries as xˆM = gM(E[zM|xO]) with E[zM|xO] in Lemma 1.
Can we quantify the uncertainty in these imputations? Different from LRMC model which assumes a deterministic
true value for missing locations, xM (as well as zM) is random under the LRGC model. Consequently, the error
xˆM − xM is random and hence uncertainty even with deterministic imputation xˆM. The uncertainty depends on the
concentration of zM around its mean E[zM|xO] and on the marginals gM. If gM is constant or nearly constant over
the likely values of zM, then with high probability the imputation is accurate. Otherwise, the current observations
cannot predict the missing entry well and we should not trust the imputation. Using this intuition, we may formally
quantify the uncertainty in the imputations. For continuous data, we construct confidence intervals using the normality
of zM|zO = g−1O (xO).
Theorem 1 (Uncertainty quantification for continuous data). Suppose x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with observations xO
and missing entries xM and that g is elementwise strictly monotone. For missing entry xj , for any α ∈ (0, 1), let
z? = Φ−1(1− α2 ), the following holds with probability 1− α:
xj ∈ [gj(E[zj |xO]− z?Var[zj |xO]), gj(E[zj |xO] + z?Var[zj |xO])] =: [x−j (α), x+j (α)] (5)
where E[zj |xO],Var[zj |xO] are given in Lemma 1 withM replaced by j, for j ∈M.
For ordinal data, we lower bound the probability of correct prediction xj = xˆj using a sufficient condition that zj is
sufficiently close to its mean E[zj |xO]. General results in bounding Pr(|xˆj − xj | ≤ d) for any d ∈ Z appear in the
supplement. Note a step function gj(z) with cut points set admits the form S: gj(z) = 1 +
∑
s∈S 1(z > s).
Theorem 2 (Uncertainty quantification for ordinal data). Suppose x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with observations xO and
missing entries xM and that the marginal gj is a step function with cut points Sj , for j ∈ [p]. For missing entry xj and
its imputation xˆj = gj(E[zj |xO]),
Pr(xˆj = xj) ≥ 1−Var[zj |xO]/d2j where dj = min
s∈Sj
|s− E[zj |xO]| (6)
and E[zj |xO],Var[zj |xO] are given in Lemma 1 withM replaced by j, for j ∈M.
To predict the imputation accuracy using the quantified uncertainty, we develop a measure we call reliability. Entries
with higher reliability are expected to have smaller imputation error. We first motivate our definition of reliability. For
ordinal data, the reliability of an entry lower bounds the probability of correct prediction. For continuous data, our
measure of reliability is designed so that reliable imputations have low normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE)
under a certain confidence level α. NRMSE is defined as ||PΩc(X− Xˆ)||2/||PΩc(X)||2 for matrix X observed on Ω
and its imputed matrix Xˆ. Here PΩ is projection onto the set Ω: it sets entries not in Ω to 0.
Our definition of reliability uses Theorems 1-2 to ensure that reliable imputations have low error.
Definition 4 (Reliability). Suppose X has iid rows xi ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) and is observed on Ω ⊂ [n]× [p]. Complete
X to Xˆ row-wise using Definition 3. For each missing entry (i, j) ∈ Ωc, define the reliability of the imputation xˆij as
• (if X is an ordinal matrix) the lower bound provided in Eq. (6);
• (if X is a continuous matrix) ||PΩc/(i,j)(Dα)||F /||PΩc/(i,j)(Xˆ)||F , where the (i, j)-th entry of matrix Dα is the
length of the confidence interval xˆi,+j (α)− xˆi,−j (α) defined in Eq. (5).
For continuous data, the interpretation is that if the error after removing (i1, j1) is larger than that after removing
(i2, j2), then the imputation on (i1, j1) is more reliable than that on (i2, j2). If continuous entries in different columns
are measured on very different scales, one can also modify the definition to compute reliability column-wise.
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Our experiments show this reliability measure positively correlates with imputation accuracy as measured by mean
absolute error (MAE) for ordinal data and NRMSE for continuous data. We also find for continuous data, the correlation
is insensitive to α in a reasonable range; α = .05 works well.
3.3 Fitting the low rank Gaussian copula
Suppose X ∈ Rn×p observed on Ω has iid rows xi ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) and xi has observations xiOi and missing
entries xiMi . As in prior work [31, 20, 50], we estimate g by matching it to the empirical distribution of observations.
To estimate (W, σ2), we propose an EM algorithm that scales linearly in n and p, using ingredients from [50, 20] for
the E-step, and from [25] for the M-step. Due to space limit, we present essentials here and summarize in Algorithm 1.
Details appear in the supplement.
Estimate the marginals We need the marginals gj for imputation and their inverse g−1j to estimate the covariance.
These functions are fully determined by the requirement that gj maps standard normal data to Xj which has CDF
Fj . Thus we may estimate these functions by the empirical distribution of observations in Xj . Concretely, recall that
gj = F
−1
j ◦ Φ and g−1j = Φ−1 ◦ Fj . We estimate g−1j by replacing Fj with the scaled empirical CDF nn+1 Fˆj , where
the scaling nn+1 is chosen to ensure finite output. Similarly, we estimate gj using the empirical quantiles of observations
in Xj . To ensure that the empirical CDF consistently estimates the true CDF, we assume the missing completely at
random mechanism (MCAR). It is possible to relax the missing mechanism to missing at random (MAR) or even
missing not at random by modeling either Fj or the missing mechanism. We leave this important work for the future.
EM algorithm for correlation parameters Ideally, we would compute maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) for
the copula parameters (W, σ2) (under the likelihood in Eq. (7)), which are consistent under the MAR mechanism [30].
However, the likelihood involves a Gaussian integral that is hard to compute or optimize. Instead, we estimate the MLE
using an approximate EM algorithm.
The likelihood of (W, σ2) given observation xiOi is the integral over the latent Gaussian vector z
i
Oi that maps to x
i
Oi
under the marginal gOi . Hence the observed log likelihood we seek to maximize is
`obs(W, σ
2; {xiOi}ni=1) =
n∑
i=1
log
∫
ziOi∈g
−1
Oi (x
i
Oi )
φ(ziOi ; 0,WOiW
ᵀ
Oi + σ
2I|Oi|)dz
i
Oi , (7)
where φ(·;µ,Σ) denotes the Gaussian vector density with mean µ and covariance Σ. Recall the decomposition
Z = TWᵀ + E as in Eq. (2). If ziOi and t
i are known, the joint likelihood is simple:
`(W, σ2; {xiOi , ziOi , ti}ni=1) =
n∑
i=1
log
[
φ(ziOi ; WOit
i, σ2Ip)φ(t
i; 0, Ik)1g−1Oi (x
i
Oi )
(ziOi)
]
. (8)
Here define the indicator function 1A(x) = 1 when x ∈ A and 0 otherwise. The maximizers (Wˆ, σˆ) of Eq. (8) are
Wˆ = argminW ||PΩ(Z − TWᵀ)||2F and σˆ2 = ||PΩ(Z − TWˆᵀ)||2F /|Ω|. Moreover, the problem is separable over
the rows of Wˆ: to solve for the j-th row wˆᵀj , we use only z
i
Oi , t
i for i ∈ Ωj = {i : (i, j) ∈ Ω}. Our EM algorithm
treats the unknown ziOi , t
i as latent variables and xiOi as the observed variable. Given an estimate (W˜, σ˜
2), the E-step
computes the expectation E[||PΩ(Z − TWᵀ)||2F ] with respect to ziOi and ti conditional on xiOi . Throughout the
section, we use E to denote this conditional expectation. The M-step is similar to when ziOi and t
i are known.
E-step Calculate the expected likelihood Q(W, σ2; W˜, σ˜2) = E[`(W, σ2; {xiOi , ziOi , ti}ni=1)]. It suffices to compute
E[(ziOi)
ᵀziOi ],E[t
i(ziOi)
ᵀ] and E[ti(ti)ᵀ] as detailed below.
M-step Let ej ∈ Rp be the jth standard basis vector. The maximizers of Q(W, σ2; W˜, σ˜2) are
wˆᵀj =
eᵀj ∑
i∈Ωj
E[ziOi(t
i)ᵀ]
∑
i∈Ωj
E[ti(ti)ᵀ]
−1 , σˆ2 = ∑ni=1 E
[
||ziOi − WˆOiti)||22
]
∑n
i=1 |Oi|
. (9)
The maximizer (Wˆ, σˆ2) increase the observed likelihood in Eq. (7) compared to the initial estimate (W˜, σ˜2) [34,
Chapter 3]. To satisfy the unit diagonal constraints ||wj ||22 + σ2 = 1, we approximate the constrained maximizer by
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scaling the unconstrained maximizer shown in Eq. (10) as in [20, 50]:
σˆ2 ← σˆ2new =
1
p
p∑
j=1
σˆ2
||wˆj ||22 + σˆ2
, wˆj ← wˆj||wˆj ||2 ·
√
1− σˆ2new (10)
We find this approximation works well in practice.
Computation We can express all expectations in the E-step using E[ziOi |xiOi ] and Cov[ziOi |xiOi ]:
E[ti] = M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiE[z
i
Oi |xiOi ], where MOi = σ2Ik + WᵀOiWOi . (11)
E[ti(ziOi)
ᵀ] = E[ti]E[ziOi |xiOi ]ᵀ + M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiCov[z
i
Oi |xiOi ]. (12)
E[ti(ti)ᵀ] = σ2M−1Oi + E[t
i]E[ti]ᵀ + M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiCov[z
i
Oi |xiOi ]WOiM−1Oi . (13)
For continuous data, recall E[ziOi |xiOi ] = g−1Oi (xiOi) and Cov[ziOi |xiOi ] = 0. For ordinal data, these quantities are the
mean and covariance of a truncated normal vector, for each row i separately at each EM iteration. Direct computation
[3] or sampling methods [37] are expensive for large n, p. We follow instead the fast iterative method in [20, 50].
The intuition is that for each j ∈ Oi, conditional on known zOi/{j} and the constraint zij ∈ g−1j (xij), zij is univariate
truncated normal with closed-form mean and variance. Thus one can iteratively update the marginal mean and variance
of ziOi |xiOi . The rigorous formulation iteratively solves a nonlinear system satisfied by E[ziOi |xiOi ] and by diagonals of
Cov[ziOi |xiOi ] respectively, detailed in the supplement.
Estimating the off-diagonals of Cov[ziOi |xiOi ] efficiently for large n, p is still an open problem: prior work approximates
all off-diagonals as 0 [20, 50]. Zhao and Udell [50] showed this diagonal approximation estimates parameters
more accurately and much faster than an alternative Bayesian algorithm without the approximation [23]. Here this
approximation also reduces the computation time for Eq. (13) from O(|O|2k) to O(|O|k2).
The computational complexity for each iteration is O(|Ω|k2 + nk3 + pk3), upper bounded by O(npk2). We find the
method usually converges in fewer than 50 iterations across our experiments. See the Movielens 1M experiment in
Section 4 for a run time comparison with state-of-the-are methods.
Algorithm 1 Imputation via low rank Gaussian copula fitting
Input: X ∈ Rn×p observed on Ω, rank k, tmax.
1: Compute the empirical CDF Fˆj and empirical quantile function Fˆ−1j on observed Xj , for j ∈ [p].
2: Estimate gˆj = Φ−1 ◦ nn+1 Fˆj and gˆ−1j = Fˆ−1j ◦ Φ, for j ∈ [p].
3: Initialize: W(0), (σ2)(0)
4: for t = 1, 2, . . . , tmax do
5: E-step: compute the required conditional expectation using Eq. (11-13).
6: M-step: update W(t), (σ2)(t) using Eq. (9-10).
7: end for
8: Impute xˆiMi using Definition 3 for i ∈ [n] with g = gˆ,W = W(tmax), σ2 = (σ2)(tmax).
Output: Xˆ with imputed xˆij at (i, j) ∈ Ωc and observed xij at (i, j) ∈ Ω.
3.4 Imputation error bound
The imputation error consists of two parts: (1) the random variation of the error under the true LRGC model; (2) the
estimation error of the LRGC model. Analyzing the estimation error (2) is extremely challenging; moreover, in our
experiments we find that the imputation error can be attributed predominantly to (1), detailed in the supplement. Hence
we leave (2) to future work.
To analyze the random variation of the error under the true LRCG model, we examine the MSE of xˆ for a random row
x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with fixed missing locationsM: MSE(xˆ) = ||gM(zˆM)− gM(zM)||22/|M|. For continuous
x with strictly monotone g, we must assume that g is Lipschitz to obtain a finite bound on the error. With the Lipschitz
assumption and assuming W, σ2 fixed and known, we can use the fact that zM|xO is normal to bound large deviations
of the MSE.
Theorem 3. Suppose subvector xO of x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) is observed and that all marginals g aref strictly
monotone with Lipschitz constant L. Denote the largest and the smallest singular values of W as λ1(W) and λk(W).
6
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Then for any t > 0, the imputed values xˆ in Definition 3 satisfy
Pr
MSE(xˆ) > L2σ2(√1 + 1− σ2
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
+
√
2
(
1 +
λ21(WM)
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
)
t
|M|
)2 ≤ e−t.
Theorem 3 indicates the imputation error concentrates at σ2 + 1−σ
2
1+λ2k(WO)/σ
2 with an expansion multiplier L2 due to
the marginals g. The first term σ2 represents the fraction of variance due to noise and the second term is small when the
SNR is large.
We also analyze the distribution of λ2k(WO)/σ
2 under a random design to provide insight into when the error is small:
in Corollary 1, the second term vanishes with increasing observed length |O|.
Corollary 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3, further assume W has independent sub-Gaussian rows wj with zero
mean and covariance 1−σ
2
k Ik for j ∈ [p]. Suppose c1k < |O| < c2|M| for some constant c1 > 0 depending on the
sub-Gaussian norm of the scaled rows
√
k
1−σ2 wj and some absolute constant c2 > 0. Then for some constant c3 > 0
depending on c1, c2,
Pr
[
MSE(xˆ) > L2σ2
(
1 +K|O|
)] ≤ c3/|O|, where K|O| = O (√log(|O|)/|O|) . (14)
See the supplement for definition of a sub-Gaussian vector. Analyzing the imputation error for ordinal x is much harder
since zM|xO is no longer Gaussian. We leave that for future work.
4 Experiments and conclusion
Our experiments show that LRGC imputations are accurate, our reliability measure (denoteed as LRGC reliability)
can predict imputation accuracy, and our proposed confidence intervals for continuous matrices have good empirical
coverage rates. To evaluate the second claim, we evaluate the imputation on the m% entries with highest reliability for
varying m. We say a reliability measure predicts imputation accuracy if the imputation error is smaller for smaller m,
i.e., the reliability positively correlates with imputation accuracy.
For imputation comparison, we implement LRMC algorithms softImpute using the R package [33, 22], MMMF [42, 39]
with error functions `2, `1, bigger vs smaller (BvS, for ordinal data), hinge loss, and logistic loss using the generalized
low rank models Julia package [46]; and the high rank matrix completion algorithm MMC using the Matlab codes
provided by the second author [17]. We also implement PPCA, a special case of LRGC with marginals g parameterized
as linear functions, using the R package [43]. To measure the imputation error, we use NRMSE for continuous data and
MAE for ordinal data.
For reliability comparison, we construct a baseline called 10-fold reliability, motivated by multiple imputation: given
an algorithm and incomplete X, divide the observations into 10 parts. Then apply the algorithm 10 times, each time
additionally masking one part of the observations. Compute the variance of the original missing entries across 10
estimates. The imputation for a given missing entry is more reliable if it has smaller variance. Notice LRGC reliability
only uses a small amount of additional computation, while 10-fold reliability is very expensive to compute.
For confidence interval comparison, we compare with the confidence intervals in [9] based on the completed matrix
from softImpute (denoted as LRMC), the confidence interval based on the PPCA model, and the confidence interval
based on multiple imputation with PCA (denoted as MI-PCA) [26, 27]. All constructed intervals except LRGC are derived
assuming normality: specifically, they all assume X = X? + E for some low rank X? and isotropic Gaussian error E.
In particular, confidence intervals are always symmetric around the imputed value. Further, LRMC and MI-PCA require
X? to be a deterministic low rank matrix, while PPCA assumes the rows of X? are iid vectors from a normal factor
(i.e. low rank) model. The derivation of the LRMC confidence intervals further assumes the SNR is relatively large.
To compute these intervals, we require the variance of the Gaussian noise E, but the authors do not address how to
estimate it. Here, we use a natural estimator: ||PΩ(X− Xˆ)||2F /|Ω|. The MI-PCA confidence interval relies on multiple
imputation, i.e. conducting N different imputations to establish empirical confidence intervals. Few imputations N
will yield inaccurate and unstable confidence intervals, while many imputations N will be expensive. We use the
recommended setting N = 100 [27]. The confidence level is set as 95%.
Synthetic experiments We consider three data types from LRGC: continuous, 1-5 ordinal and binary. We generate
W ∈ Rp×k,T ∈ Rn×k,E ∈ Rn×p with independent standard normal entries, then scale each row of W to have norm
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Table 1: Imputation error (NRMSE for continuous and MAE for ordinal) reported over 20 repetitions, with rank r for
available methods. MMMF methods are trained at rank 199.
Continuous LRGC PPCA softImpute MMMF-`2 MMC
Low Rank .347(.004), r = 10 .338(.004), r = 10 .371(.004), r = 117 .364(.003) .633(.007), r = 130
High Rank .517(.011), r = 10 .690(.010), r = 10 .703(.005), r = 104 .696(.006) .824(.011), r = 137
1-5 ordinal LRGC PPCA softImpute MMMF-BvS MMMF-`1
High SNR .358(.008), r = 5 .501(.010), r = 6 .582(.011), r = 83 .407(.007) .410(.007)
Low SNR .788(.013), r = 5 .863(.013), r = 5 .951(.015), r = 38 .850(.011) .863(.011)
Binary LRGC PPCA MMMF-hinge MMMF-logistic MMMF-`1
High SNR .103(.003), r = 5 .116(.002), r = 6 .140(.002) .117(.002) .224(.005)
Low SNR .205(.006), r = 5 .208(.005), r = 5 .234(.006) .217(.005) .265(.009)
Figure 1: Imputation error (NRMSE for continuous and MAE for ordinal) on the subset of m% most reliable entries,
reported over 20 repetitions.
1−σ2 so that ||wj ||22 +σ2 = 1. Then generate X = g(Z) = g(TWᵀ +σE) using g described below. Missing entries
of X are uniformly sampled.
Continuous We use gj(x) = x to generate a low rank matrix X = Z and gj(x) = x3 to generate a high rank matrix
X = Z3. We set n = 500, p = 200, k = 10, σ2 = 0.1; 40% of entries are missing.
Ordinal We use step functions gj to generate both 1-5 ordinal and binary matrices X. Cut points of gj are uniformly
drawn from entries of Zj . We create a matrix with high SNR σ2 = 0.1 and low SNR σ2 = 0.5. We set n = 500, p =
200, k = 5; 60% of entries are missing.
We examine the sensitivity of each method to its key tuning parameter. Both LRGC and PPCA do not overfit with large
ranks. We report results using the best tuning parameter in Table 1. The complete results and implementation details
appear in the supplement. All experiments are repeated 20 times.
Shown in Table 1, LRGC performs the best in all settings but low rank continuous data. The improvement is significant
for the high rank continuous matrix. For low rank continuous data, PPCA performs the best as expected since the model
is correctly specified. The slightly larger error of LRGC is due to the error in estimating a nonparametric marginal g.
Also notice both LRGC and PPCA admit much smaller rank at the best tuning parameter.
Shown in Figure 1, LRGC reliability predicts the imputation accuracy well: entries with higher reliability (smaller m)
have higher accuracy. In contrast, entries with higher 10-fold reliability can have lower accuracy (softImpute, MMMF-`2
for continuous and MMMF-BvS for 1-5 ordinal). Even when 10-fold reliability predicts accuracy (softImpute for 1-5
ordinal and MMMF for binary), LRGC reliability works better: the error over selected entries using 10-fold reliability is
much larger than that of LRGC reliability when a small percentage of entries m are selected. LRGC reliability can even
find entries with error near 0 from very noisy (low SNR 1-5 ordinal and binary) data. LRGC reliability better predicts
imputation error for easier imputation tasks (lower rank and higher SNR). Predicting NRMSE well is challenging,
because imputing continuous data is in general harder than imputing ordinal data. In fact, we show in the supplement
that as the number of levels of the ordinal variable increases, the shape of the error vs reliability curve matches that of
continuous data.
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Table 2: 95% Confidence intervals on synthetic continuous data over 20 repetitions.
Low Rank Data LRGC PPCA LRMC MI-PCA
Empirical coverage rate 0.927(.002) 0.940(.001) 0.878(.006) 0.933(.002)
Interval length 1.273(.004) 1.264(.004) 1.129(.015) 1.267(.004)
Run time (in seconds) 6.9(.5) 3.4(.7) 2.7(.4) 189.8(15.4)
High Rank Data LRGC PPCA LRMC MI-PCA
Empirical coverage rate 0.927(.002) 0.943(.002) 0.925(.004) 0.948(.002)
Interval length 3.614(.068) 9.086(.248) 6.546(.191) 9.307(.249)
Run time (in seconds) 7.2(1.2) 0.4(.1) 3.1(.6) 220.0(30.2)
Figure 2: Imputation error on the subset of m% most reliable entries, reported over 5 repetitions.
The results on confidence intervals appear in Table 2. Notice constructing MI-PCA intervals is much more expensive
than all other methods. For low rank (Gaussian) data, PPCA confidence intervals achieve the highest coverage rates
with smallest length as expected, since the model is correctly specified. LRGC confidence intervals have slightly smaller
coverage rates due to the error in estimating a nonparametric marginal g. For high rank data, the normality and the low
rank assumption X = X? + E do not hold, so the proposed confidence intervals for all methods but LRGC are no longer
theoretically valid. Notably, LRGC confidence intervals for more challenging high rank data achieves the same empirical
coverage rates as that for low rank data. The longer interval is due to the expanding marginal transformation X = Z3.
While all other confidence intervals have visually good coverage rates, their interval lengths are much larger than LRMC
confidence intervals, which limits utility.
MovieLens 1M dataset We sample the subset of the MovieLens1M data [21] consisting of 2514 movies with at
least 50 ratings from 6040 users. We use 80% of observation as training set, 10% as validation set, and 10% as test
set, repeated 5 times. On a laptop with Intel-i5-3.1GHz Core and 8 GB RAM, LRGC (rank 10) takes 38 mins in R,
softImpute (rank 201) takes 93 mins in R, and MMMF-BvS (rank 200) takes 25 mins in julia. We plot the imputation
error versus reliability in Figure 2. The value at m = 100 is the overall imputation error. All methods have similar
overall error. As for the uncertainty measure, 10-fold reliability with MMMF-BvS cannot predict imputation accuracy. In
practice, collaborative filtering methods usually recommends very few entries to users. In this setting, LRGC reliability
predicts imputation accuracy much better than 10-fold reliability with softImpute.
Conclusion This paper develops a low rank Gaussian copula for matrix completion and quantifies the uncertainty of
the resulting imputations. Numerical results show the superiority of our imputation algorithm and the success of our
uncertainty measure for predicting imputation accuracy. Quantifying imputation uncertainty can improve algorithms for
recommender systems, provide accurate confidence intervals for analyses of scientific and survey data, and enable new
active learning strategies.
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A Proofs
Setup Suppose a p-dimensional vector x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) is observed at locations O ⊂ [p] and missing at
M = [p]/O. Then according to the definition of LRGC, for t ∼ N (0, Ik),  ∼ N (0, σ2Ip), and z = Wt + , we
know x = g(z) and z ∼ N (0,Σ) with Σ = WWᵀ + σ2Ip. Here we say two random vectors are equal if they have
the same CDF.
A key fact we use is that conditional on known zO, zM has a normal distribution:
zM|zO ∼ N (ΣM,OΣ−1O,OzO,ΣM,M −ΣM,OΣ−1O,OΣO,M). (15)
Here we use ΣI,J to denote the submatrix of Σ with rows in I and columns in J . Plugging in Σ = WWᵀ + σ2Ip, we
obtain
E[zM|zO] = WMWᵀO(WOWᵀO + σ2I)−1zO
= WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀOzO. (16)
In last equation, we use the Woodbury matrix identity. Similarly, we obtain:
Cov[zM|zO] = σ2I + σ2WM(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀM. (17)
A.1 Proof for Lemma 1
Using the law of total expectation,
E[zM|xO] = E
[
E[zM|zO]
∣∣xO]
= E[WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀOzO|xO]
= WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀOE[zO|xO].
For the first equality, we use Eq. (16).
Similarly we can compute the second moments,
E[zMz
ᵀ
M|xO] = E
[
E[zMz
ᵀ
M|zO]
∣∣xO]
= E [E[zM|zO]E[zM|zO]ᵀ + Cov[zM|zO]|xO]
= E [E[zM|zO]E[zM|zO]ᵀ|xO] + E [Cov[zM|zO]|xO]
= E [E[zM|zO]E[zM|zO]ᵀ|xO] + Cov[zM|zO]. (18)
From the last equation, we use the fact that Cov[zM|xO] is fully determined by W and σ2 and thus does not depend
on xM.
Plug Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) to obtain
E [E[zM|zO]E[zM|zO]ᵀ|xO] =
WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀOE[zOz
ᵀ
O|xO]WO(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀM.
Then using Cov[zM|xO] = E[zMzᵀM|xO]− E[zM|xO]E[zᵀM|xO], we have
Cov[zM|xO] = σ2I|M| + σ2WM(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀM+
WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀOCov[zO|xO]WO(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀM.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence of the normality of zM conditional on zO = g−1O (xO) (see Eq. (15))
and the elementwise strictly monotone g.
A.3 Proof of Theorem 2
Suppose x = (x1, . . . , xp) where xj is ordinal with kj(≥ 2) ordinal levels encoded as {1, . . . , kj} for j ∈ [p]. For
ordinal data, the conditional distribution of zM|zO ∈ g−1O (xO) is intractable. Consequently, we cannot establish
distribution-based confidence intervals for zM.
Instead, for each marginal j, we can lower bound the probability of event |xˆj − xj | ≤ d for the LRGC imputation xˆj
and d ∈ Z. Since Pr(|xˆj − xj | ≤ kj − 1) = 1, it suffices to consider d < kj − 1. In practice, the result is more useful
for small d, such as d = 0. Let us first state a generalization of our Theorem 2.
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Theorem 4. Suppose x ∼ LRGC(W, σ2,g) with observations xO and missing entries xM. Also for each marginal
j ∈ [p], xj takes values from {1, . . . , kj} and thus the gj is a step function with cut points Sj = {s1, . . . , skj−1}:
gj(z) = 1 +
kj−1∑
k=1
1(z > sk), where −∞ =: s0 < s1 < . . . < skj−1 < skj :=∞.
For a missing entry xj , j ∈M, the set of values for zj that would yield the same imputed value xˆj = gj(E[zj |xO]) is
g−1j (xˆj) = (sxˆj−1, sxˆj ]. Then the following holds:
Pr(|xˆj − xj | ≤ d) ≥ 1− Var[zj |xO]
d2j
,
with
dj = min(|E[zj |xO]− smax(xˆj−1−d,0)|, |E[zj |xO]− smin(xˆj+d,kj)|),
where E[zj |xO],Var[zj |xO] are given in Lemma 1 withM replaced by j.
Proof. The proof applies to each missing dimension j ∈M. Let us further define sk = −∞ for any negative integer k
and sk =∞ for any integer k > kj for convenience. Then sk = smax(k,0) for negative integer k and sk = smin(k,kj)
for integer k larger than kj .
First notice |xˆj − xj | ≤ d if and only if zj ∈ (sxˆj−1−d, sxˆj+d] for the latent normal zj satisfying xj = gj(zj).
Specifically, when d = 0, xˆj = xj if and only if zj ∈ (sxˆj−1, sxˆj ], i.e. g−1j (xj) = (sxˆj−1, sxˆj ] = g−1j (xˆj). Notice we
have,
E[zj |xO] ∈ (sxˆj−1, sxˆj ] ⊂ (sxˆj−1−d, sxˆj+d].
Thus a sufficient condition for zj ∈ (sxˆj−1−d, sxˆj+d] is that zj is sufficiently close to its conditional mean E[zj |xO].
More precisely,
|E[zj |xO]− zj | ≤ min(|E[zj |xO]− sxˆj−1−d|, |E[zj |xO]− sxˆj+d|)→ |xˆj − xj | ≤ d.
Define dj := min(|E[zj |xO]− sxˆj−1−d|, |E[zj |xO]− sxˆj+d|). Notice when d = 0,
dj = min(|E[zj |xO]− sxˆj−1|, |E[zj |xO]− sxˆj |) = min
s∈S
|E[zj |xO]− s|.
Use the Markov inequality together with the conditional distribution of zj given xO to bound
Pr(|E[zj |xO]− zj | > dj) ≤ Var[zj |xO]
d2j
,
which completes our proof.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 3
To prove Theorem 3, we introduce a lemma which provides a concentration inequality on quadratic forms of sub-
Gaussian vectors. For a detailed treatment of sub-Gaussian random distributions, see [47]. A random variable x ∈ R is
called sub-Gaussian if (E[|x|p])1/p ≤ K√p for all p ≥ 1 with some K > 0. The sub-Gaussian norm of x is defined as
||x||ψ2 = supp≥1 p−1/2(E[|x|p])1/p.
Denote the inner product of vectors x1 and x2 as 〈x1,x2〉. A random vector x ∈ Rp is called sub-Gaussian if the one-
dimensional marginals 〈x,a〉 are all sub-Gaussian random variables for any constant vector a ∈ Rp. The sub-Gaussian
norm of x is defined as ||x||ψ2 = supa∈Sp−1 ||〈x,a〉||ψ2 . A Gaussian random vector is also sub-Gaussian.
Lemma 2. Let Σ ∈ Rp×p be a positive semidefinite matrix. Let x = (x1, . . . , xp) be a sub-Gaussian random vector
with mean zero and covariance matrix Ip. For all t > 0,
Pr
[
xᵀΣx > (
√
tr(Σ) +
√
2λ1(Σ)t)
2
]
≤ e−t.
Our Lemma 2 is Lemma 17 in [5], which is also a simplified version of Theorem 1 in [24].
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Proof. Since g is elementwise Lipschitz with constant L,
MSE(xˆ) =
||gM(zM)− gM(zˆM)||22
||M|| ≤ L
2 ||zM − zˆM||22
||M|| . (19)
Denote the covariance matrix of zM conditional on zO as Σ(M). Apply the above inequality with Σ = Σ(M) and
x = Σ
−1/2
(M) zM, we obtain:
Pr
(
||zM − zˆM||22 >
(√
tr(Σ(M)) +
√
2λ1(Σ(M))t
)2)
≤ e−t. (20)
Notice
tr(Σ(M)) = tr
(
σ2I + σ2WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀM
)
= σ2|M|+ σ2tr ((σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀMWM)
≤ σ2|M|+ σ2λ1(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1)tr (WᵀMWM)
= σ2|M|+ σ2 1
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
(1− σ2)|M|.
In the inequality, we use the fact tr(AB) ≤ λ1(A)tr(B) for any real symmetric positive semidefinite matrices A and B.
In the last equation, we use the unit diagonal constraints of WWᵀ +σ2Ip such that tr(W
ᵀ
MWM) = tr(WMW
ᵀ
M) =
|M|(1− σ2).
Also notice
λ1(Σ(M)) = λ1(σ2I + σ2WM(σ2I + W
ᵀ
OWO)
−1WᵀM)
≤ σ2 + σ2λ1(WM(σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1WᵀM)
≤ σ2 + σ2λ21(WM)λ1((σ2I + WᵀOWO)−1)
= σ2 + σ2
λ21(WM)
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
.
Thus,
||zM − zˆM||22 ≤ σ2|M| ·
(√
1 +
1− σ2
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
+
√(
1 +
λ21(WM)
σ2 + λ2k(WO)
)
2t
|M|
)2
. (21)
Combining Eq. (19), Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), we finish the proof.
A.5 Proof of Corollary 1
We first introduce a result from [47, Theorem 5.39] characterizing the singular values of long random matrices with
independent sub-Gaussian rows.
Lemma 3. Let A ∈ Rp×k be a matrix whose rows aj are independent sub-Gaussian random vectors in Rk whose
covariance matrix is Σ. Then for every t > 0, with probability as least 1− 2 exp(−ct2) one has
λ1
(
1
p
AᵀA−Σ
)
≤ max(δ, δ2)λ1(Σ), where δ = C
√
k
p
+
t√
p
.
Here c, C > 0 depend only on the subgaussian norm K = maxj ||Σ−1/2aj ||ψ2 .
Proof. Apply Lemma 3 to submatrix WO and WM respectively with covariance matrix Σ = 1−σ
2
k Ik, we obtain with
probability at least 1− 2 exp(−ct21)− 2 exp(−ct22),∣∣∣∣ 1|O|λ2k(WO)− 1− σ2k
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1− σ2k 1 and
∣∣∣∣ 1|M|λ21(WM)− 1− σ2k
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (1− σ2)2k ,
where 1 = max(δ1, δ21) with δ1 =
C
√
k+t1√
|O| and 2 = max(δ2, δ
2
2) with δ2 =
C
√
k+t2√
|M| . Constants c, C > 0 only
depend on the subgaussian norm maxj ||
√
k
1−σ2 wj ||ψ2 .
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For any 0 <  < 1, let t1 =

√
|O|
2 and t2 =

√
|O|
2
√
c2
. Suppose the sufficiently large constant c1 satisfies c1 >
4C2 max(1,c2)
2 . Then we have
1 = δ1 =
C√|O|/k + t√|O| < C√c1 + 2 < C√4C2/2 + 2 = ,
and
2 = δ2 =
C√|M|/k + t√|M| < C√|O|/c2k + 2 < C√4C2/2 + 2 = .
Thus we have with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−c2|O|/4)− 2 exp(−c2|O|/4c2),
λ2k(WO) > (1− σ2)(1− )
|O|
k
and λ21(WM) ≤ (1− σ2)(1 + )
|M|
k
. (22)
Combining Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), then with probability at least 1−exp(−t)−2 exp(−c2|O|/4)−2 exp(−c2|O|/4c2),
||zM − zˆM||22
|M| ≤ σ
2
(√
1 +
1
σ2
1−σ2 + (1− )|O|/k
+
√
2t
|M| +
2(1 + )t
kσ2
1−σ2 + (1− )|O|
)2
≤ σ2
(√
1 +
1
σ2
1−σ2 + (1− )|O|/k
+
√
2c2t
|O| +
2(1 + )t
kσ2
1−σ2 + (1− )|O|
)2
. (23)
Now take t = log |O|, with fixed k and σ2, the right hand side is 1 +O
(√
log |O|
|O|
)
.
Notice |O| > c1k ≥ c1. Then there exists some constant c3 > 0 such that |O| satisfies:
log |O| < c3 c
2|O|
4 max(1, c2)
thus Eq. (23) holds with probability at least 1− 1+2c3|O| . Combing the result with Eq. (19) completes the proof.
B Algorithm detail
B.1 E-step details
We provide details on E-step computation here. The key fact we use is that conditional on known zO, t is normally
distributed:
t|zO ∼ N (M−1O WᵀOzO, σ2M−1O ), (24)
where MO = σ2Ik + W
ᵀ
OWO. This result follows by applying the Bayes formula with zO|t ∼ N (WOt, σ2Ip), t ∼
N (0, Ik) and zO ∼ N (0,WOWᵀO + σ2Ip).
First we express the Q-function Q(Q(W, σ2; W˜, σ˜2)):
Q(W, σ2; W˜, σ˜2) = c−
∑n
i=1 |Oi| log(σ2)
2
−
∑n
i=1
(
E[(ziOi)
ᵀziOi ]− 2tr(WOiE[ti(ziOi)ᵀ]) + tr(WᵀOiWOiE[ti(ti)ᵀ])
)
2σ2
, (25)
where c is an absolute constant in terms the model parameters W and σ2.
Thus to evaluate the Q function, we only need (1)E[(ziOi)
ᵀziOi ], (2)E[t
i(ziOi)
ᵀ] and (3)E[ti(ti)ᵀ]. computing (1)
only needs E[ziOi |xiOi ] and Cov[ziOi |xiOi ]. To compute (2) and (3), we use the law of total expectation similar as in
Appendix A.1 by first treating ziOi as known.
Since E[ti|ziOi ] = M−1OiW
ᵀ
Oiz
i
Oi and Cov[t
i|ziOi ] = σ2M−1Oi , we have
E[ti|xiOi ] = E[E[ti|ziOi ]|xiOi ]
= E[M−1OiW
ᵀ
Oiz
i
Oi |xiOi ]
= M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiE[z
i
Oi |xiOi ].
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Then
E[ti(ziOi)
ᵀ|xiOi ] = E[E[ti(ziOi)ᵀ|ziOi ]|xiOi ]
= E[E[ti|ziOi ](ziOi)ᵀ|xiOi ]
= M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiE[z
i
Oi(z
i
Oi)
ᵀ|xiOi ]
= M−1OiW
ᵀ
Oi
(
Cov[ziOi |xiOi ] + E[ziOi |xiOi ]E[(ziOi)ᵀ|xiOi ]
)
= M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiCov[z
i
Oi |xiOi ] + E[ti|xiOi ]E[(ziOi)ᵀ|xiOi ].
and
E[ti(ti)ᵀ|xiOi ] = E[E[ti(ti)ᵀ|ziOi ]|xiOi ]
=E[M−1OiW
ᵀ
Oiz
i
Oi(z
i
Oi)
ᵀWOiM
−1
Oi |xiOi ] + E[Cov[ti|ziOi ]|xiOi ]
=M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiE[z
i
Oi(z
i
Oi)
ᵀ|xiOi ]WOiM−1Oi + E[σ2M−1Oi |xiOi ]
=M−1OiW
ᵀ
Oi
(
Cov[ziOi |xiOi ] + E[ziOi |xiOi ]E[(ziOi)ᵀ|xiOi ]
)
WOiM
−1
Oi + σ
2M−1Oi
=M−1OiW
ᵀ
OiCov[z
i
Oi |xiOi ]WOiM−1Oi + E[ti|xiOi ]E[(ti)ᵀ|xiOi ] + σ2M−1Oi .
B.2 M-step details
Take the derivative of the Q-function in Eq. (25) with respect to row wᵀj and σ
2:
∂Q
∂wᵀj
=
−1
|Ωj |σ2
∑
i∈Ωj
(−eᵀjE[ziOitᵀi ] + wᵀjE[titᵀi ]),
∂Q
∂σ2
=
1
2σ4
n∑
i=1
(
E[(ziOi)
ᵀziOi ]− 2tr(WOiE[ti(ziOi)ᵀ]) + tr(WᵀOiWOiE[tit
ᵀ
i ])
)− ∑ni=1 |Oi|
2σ2
.
Set both to zero to obtain the update for M-step:
wˆᵀj =
eᵀj ∑
i∈Ωj
E[ziOit
ᵀ
i ]
∑
i∈Ωj
E[titᵀi ]
−1 ,
σˆ2 =
1∑n
i=1 |Oi|
n∑
i=1
(
E[(ziOi)
ᵀziOi ]− 2tr(WˆOiE[ti(ziOi)ᵀ]) + tr(WˆᵀOiWˆOiE[tit
ᵀ
i ])
)
.
B.3 Approximation of the truncated normal moments
The region g−1j (x
i
j) is an interval: g
−1
j (x
i
j) = (aij , bij). We may consider three cases: (1) aij , bij ∈ R; (2)
aij ∈ R, bij = ∞; (3) aij = −∞, bij ∈ R. The computation for all cases are similar. We take the first case as an
example. First we introduce a lemma for a univariate truncated normal.
Lemma 4. Consider a univariate random variable z ∼ N (µ, σ2). For constants a < b, let α = (a − µ)/σ and
β = (b− µ)/σ. Then the mean and variance of z truncated to the interval (a, b) are:
E(z|a < z ≤ b) = µ+ φ(α)− φ(β)
Φ(β)− Φ(α) · σ,
Var(z|a < z ≤ b) =
(
1 +
αφ(α)− βφ(β)
Φ(β)− Φ(α) −
(
φ(α)− φ(β)
Φ(β)− Φ(α)
)2)
σ2 := h(α, β, σ2).
Notice conditional on known ziOi/{j}, z
i
j is normal with mean µij and variance σ
2
ij as
µij = w
ᵀ
j (σ
2Ik + W
ᵀ
Oi/{j}WOi/{j})
−1WOi/{j}z
i
Oi/{j}, (26)
σ2ij = σ
2 + σ2(σ2Ik + W
ᵀ
Oi/{j}WOi/{j})
−1wᵀjwj . (27)
Now define αij =
aij−µij
σij
and βij =
bij−µij
σij
as in Lemma 4.
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We first discuss how to estiamte E[ziOi |xiOi ]. Again using the law of total expectation for each j ∈ Oi by treating
ziOi/{j} as known:
E[zij |xiOi ] = E[E[zij |xij , ziOi/{j}]|xiOi ] = E
[
µij − φ(αij)− φ(βij)
Φ(βij)− Φ(αij)σij |x
i
Oi
]
=wᵀj (σ
2I + WᵀOi/{j}WOi/{j})
−1WOi/{j}E[z
i
Oi/{j}|xiOi ]− E
[
φ(αij)− φ(βij)
Φ(βij)− Φ(αij) |x
i
Oi
]
σij . (28)
Notice E
[
φ(αij)−φ(βij)
Φ(βij)−Φ(αij) |xiOi
]
is the expectation of a nonlinear function of ziOi/{j} with respect to the conditional
distribution ziOi/{j}|xiOi . Such expectation is intractable, thus we resort to an linear approximation:
E
[
φ(αij)− φ(βij)
Φ(βij)− Φ(αij) |x
i
Oi
]
≈ φ(E[αij |x
i
Oi ])− φ(E[βij |xiOi ])
Φ(E[βij |xiOi ])− Φ(E[αij |xiOi ])
. (29)
where E[αij |xiOi ] and E[βij |xiOi ] are linear functions of E[ziOi/{j}|xiOi ].
Combining Eq. (28) and Eq. (29), we approximately express the j-th element of E[ziOi |xiOi ] as a nonlinear function
(including a linear part) of all other elements of E[ziOi |xiOi ]. Such relationship holds for all j ∈ Oi, thus we have a
system with |Oi| equations satisfied by the vector E[ziOi |xiOi ].
We choose to iteratively solve this system. Concretely, to estimate E[ziOi |xiOi ,W(t+1), (σ2)(t+1)] at the t+ 1-th EM
iteration, we conduct one Jacobi iteration with E[ziOi |xiOi ,W(t), (σ2)(t)] as initial value. Surprisingly, one Jacobi
iteration works well and more iterations do not bring significant improvement.
The values of µij and σ2ij in Eq. (26) and Eq. (27) for all j ∈ Oi can be obtained through computing the diagonals of
(σ2I|Oi| + WOiW
ᵀ
Oi)
−1 and (σ2I|Oi| + WOiW
ᵀ
Oi)
−1E[ziOi |xiOi ,W(t), (σ2)(t)], which makes the computation no
more than O(k2|Oi|) for each data point at each EM iteration.
As for diagonals of Cov[ziOi |xiOi ], denoted as Var[ziOi |xiOi ] ∈ R|Oi|, using the law of total variance,
Var[zij |xiOi ] = E[Var[zij |ziOi/{j}, xij ]|xiOi ]] + Var[E[zij |ziOi/{j}, xij ]|xiOi ]. (30)
In the right hand side of Eq. (30), we similarly approximate the first term, an intractable non-linear integral, as a linear
term:
E[Var[zij |ziOi/{j}, xij ]|xiOi ] ≈ h(E[αij |xiOi ],E[βij |xiOi ], σ2ij). (31)
The second term in the right hand side of Eq. (30) is also an intractable nonlinear integral. We approximate it as 0 and
find it works well then linearly approximating it in practice.
Combining Eq. (30) and Eq. (31) for all j ∈ Oi, we express Var[ziOi |xiOi ] by nonlinear functions of E[ziOi |xiOi ]. Thus
at the t + 1-th EM iteration, we first estimate E[ziOi |xiOi ,W(t+1), (σ2)(t+1)], then estimate Var[ziOi |xiOi ] based on
that.
B.4 Stopping criteria
We use the relative change of the parameter W as the stopping criterion. Concretely, with W1 from last iteration and
W2 from current iteration, the algorithm stops if
||W1−W2||2F
||W1||2F
is smaller than the tolerance level.
C Additional experiments
C.1 LRGC imputation under correct model
For LRGC imputation, we show the random variation of the error (due to error in the estimate of zM) dominates the
estimation error (due to errors in the estimates of the parameters W and σ). To do so, we compare the imputation error
of LRGC imputation with estimated model parameters (LRGC) and true model parameters (LRGC-Oracle). For ordinal
data, imputation requires approximating truncated normal moments, which may blur the improvement of using true
model parameters. Thus we conduct the comparison on the same continuous synthetic dataset described in Section 4.
The results are reported in Table 3.
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Table 3: Imputation error (NRMSE) on synthetic continuous data over 20 repetitions.
Setting LRGC LRGC-Oracle
Low Rank 0.347(.004)) .330(.004)
High Rank 0.517(.011) .433(.007)
Figure 3: Imputation error on the subset of m% most reliable entries, reported over 5 repetitions.
Compared to LRGC, LRGC-Oracle only improves slightly (1%) over low rank data. Thus the model estimation error
is dominated by the random variation of the imputation error. For high rank data, the improvement (8%) is still
small compared to the gap between LRGC imputation and LRMC algorithms (≥ 18%). Also notice the marginal
transformation gj(z) = z3 for high rank data is not Lipschitz, so the theory presented in this paper does not bound the
LRGC imputation error.
The result here indicates there is still room to improve LRGC imputation when the marginals are not Lipschitz. We
leave that important work for the future.
C.2 Imputation error versus reliability shape with varying number of ordinal levels
We show in this section the imputation error versus reliability curve shape on ordinal data with many ordinal levels
will match that on continuous data. The results here indicate the prediction power of LRGC reliability depends on the
imputation task. The prediction power is larger for easier imputation task. In the synthetic experiments, imputing
continuous data is harder than imputing ordinal data, and imputing 1-5 ordinal data is harder than imputing binary data.
We follow the synthetic experiments setting used in Section 4, but vary the number of ordinal levels to {5, 8, 10}.
We adopt high SNR setting for ordinal data and low rank setting for continuous data. To make the imputation error
comparable between continuous data and ordinal data, we measure the ratio of the imputation error over the m% entries
to the imputation error over all missing entries. Shown in Fig. 3, the curve shape for low rank continuous data is similar
to that for ordinal data with 5–8 levels. Also notice, NRMSE for continuous data involves the observed data values
while MAE does not, which may cause small difference in the curve shape.
D Experimental detail
D.1 Synthetic data
To select the best value of the key tuning parameter for each method, we first run some initial experiments to determine
a proper range such that the best value lies strictly inside that range.
For LRGC, the only tuning parameter is rank. We find that a range of 6− 14 for continuous data (both low and high
rank), and 3− 11 for ordinal data with 5 levels and binary data (high SNR and low SNR), suffices to ensure the best
value is strictly inside the range. Notice this range is still quite small, so it is rather easy to search over.
For softImpute, the only tuning parameter is the penalization parameter. As suggested by the vignette of the R
package [22], we first center the rows and columns of the observations using the function biScale() and then compute
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Figure 4: Imputation error over a key tuning parameter reported over 20 repetitions. The error bars ara invisible. The
penalization parameter λ is plotted over the log-ratios log(α) which satisfies λ = αλ0.
λ0 as an upper bound on the penalization parameter using the function lambda0(). The penalization parameter range
is set as the exponentially decaying path between λ0 and λ0/100 with nine points for all cases:
exp(seq(from=log(lam0),to=log(lam0/100),length=9)).
We found increasing the path length from 9 to 20 only slightly improves the performance (up to .01 across all cases) on
best performance on test set.
For MMMF, there are two tuning parameters: the rank and the penalization parameter. We set the rank to be allowed
maximum rank 199. We set the range of penalization parameter as we do for softImpute, with left and right endpoints
that depend on the data. For MMMF-`2 on continuous data and MMMF-BvS on ordinal data, we use λ0/4 as start point and
λ0/100 as end point. For all other MMMF methods, we use λ0 as start point and λ0/100 as end point.
For MMC, following the authors’ suggestions regarding the code, we use the following settings: (1) the number of
gradient steps used to update the Z matrix is 1; (2) the tolerance parameter is set as 0.01; In addition, we set the initial
rank as 50, the increased rank at each step as 5, the maximum rank as 199, the maximum number of iterations as 80 and
the Lipshitz constant as 10. Finally, the key tuning parameter we search over is the constant step size as suggested by
the authors of [17]. The range is set as {3, 5, 7, . . . , 17, 19}.
The complete results are plotted in Fig. 4. Clearly, LRGC does not overfit even for high ranks, across all settings. We
also provide the runtime for each method at the best tuning parameter in Table 4. Notice our current implementation is
written entirely in R, and thus further acceleration is possible.
D.2 MovieLens 1M
The dataset can be found at https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/. Similar to the synthetic ex-
periments, we choose the tuning parameter for each method on a proper range determined through some initial
experiments. For LRGC, we choose the rank from {8, 10, 12, 14} to be 10. With λ0 calculated as for the synthetic data,
for softImpute, we select the penalization parameter from {λ02 , λ04 , λ06 , λ08 } to be λ04 ; for MMMF-BvS, we set the rank
as 200 and select the penalization parameter from {λ010 , λ012 , λ014 , λ016 , λ018 } to be λ014 .
We report detailed results in Table 5. We see that all the models perform quite similarly on this large dataset. In other
words, the gain from carefully modeling the marginal distributions (using a LRGC) is insignificant. This phenomenon is
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Table 4: Run time (in seconds) for synthetic data at the best tuning parameter; mean (variance) reported over 20
repetitions.
Continuous LRGC PPCA softImpute MMMF-`2 MMC
Low Rank 5.7(0.2) 2.9(0.4) 0.7(0.0) 3.3(1.0) 457.9(10.4)
High Rank 6.5(0.3) 0.3(0.1) 1.1(0.2) 7.6(2.0) 554.4(32.0)
1-5 ordinal LRGC PPCA softImpute MMMF-BvS MMMF-`1
High SNR 27.2(0.7) 1.0(0.2) 1.2(0.1) 19.2(1.5) 17.4(1.2)
Low SNR 19.8(0.8) 0.3(0.1) 1.3(0.0) 17.4(1.5) 17.0(1.4)
Binary LRGC PPCA MMMF-hinge MMMF-logistic MMMF-`1
High SNR 66.7(3.0) 0.9(0.5) 3.8(0.3) 4.4(0.6) 2.1(0.3)
Low SNR 52.0(4.4) 0.3(0.1) 3.4(0.4) 3.3(0.4) 1.9(0.2)
Table 5: Imputation error for MovieLens 1M over 5 repetition. Run time is measures in minutes.
Algorithm MAE RMSE Run time
LRGC 0.619(.002) 0.910(.003) 38(1)
softImpute 0.629(.003) 0.905(.003) 93(2)
MMMF-BvS 0.633(.002) 0.921(.002) 25(1)
perhaps unsurprising given that sufficiently large data matrices from a large class of generative models are approximately
low rank [45].
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